Chemists are scientists stirring a flask, physicists solve complicated equations on a blackboard, and physicians, wearing a white coat with a stethoscope around their neck, run against the clock to save a patient. As common as these enduring stereotypes are, they are just as outdated. Today, scientists from different disciplines increasingly work together on complex, previously intractable problems. Consequently, interdisciplinary collaborations now sweep most fields of the natural and life sciences, necessary to tackle the world's most challenging problems [1] . Yet, the scientific enterprise continues to be dominated by old stereotypes: Interdisciplinary science is less likely to receive funding [2] and is discriminated at institutional levels [1] . Ample solutions for funders, institutions and publishers have been suggested [3] , but the most visible form of scientific credit has so far been ignored: How interdisciplinary is our award system? To address this question, we explore interdisciplinarity in arguably the most prestigious award in science, the Nobel Prize.
In the early 1980s, Dan Shechtman discovered the quasicrystal [4] , a regular, but not periodic solid. The discovery that matter could organize itself in disallowed symmetries caused an enormous excitement [7] , and Shechtman eventually received the Nobel Prize 27 years later. Yet, the award was in chemistry, despite the fact that the discovery of the quasicrystal was published in a physics journal, Physical Review Letters, and had its largest longterm impact in physics [8] . Indeed, Shechtman's Nobel Prize study has been cited over 3,000 times (Supplementary Information), with 52% of the citing corpus associated to physics, 27% to engineering, and only 10% to chemistry (Fig. 1a) . Does this mean that Shechtman's discovery was under-appreciated by chemists? The answer is no: Normalizing for the total size of the chemistry literature after 1984, the citations from chemistry were in fact slightly higher than expected by chance. However, the normalized impact on physics and on engineering was around 6 and 2 times higher. Shechtman's paper is therefore a prime example for an interdisciplinary discovery that had a big impact in several disciplines.
Given that crystallography is on the border of physics and chemistry, the work's interdisciplinary impact is not surprising. However, it makes us wonder: Is Shechtman's award an anomaly, deviating from the expectation that a Nobel Prize should be awarded in the discipline that produced it? To answer this question, we analyzed the interdisciplinary impact of 108 Nobel Prize winning papers [10] , covering all papers since the Nobel committee started offering a detailed explanation with references for the prize [10] . Note that the choices of these years is not ours but comes from the limitation of the data source; a more farreaching set of Nobel Prize papers or comparable time periods would have been preferred but was not available. We find that 60 Nobel Prize discoveries generated very little interest outside of their awarded field. Consider, for example, Schwarz et. al.'s 1985 paper on the role of the human papillomavirus in cancer [6] , acknowledged with a Nobel Prize in physiology/medicine in 2008. The paper received only 41 of its 1,134 total citations from outside of the life sciences (Fig. 1c) . We do find, however, 35 interdisciplinary discoveries, i.e. papers that had a big impact in both the awarded and in at least another field. The remaining 13 Nobel Prize winning papers, all awarded in chemistry, are special -they had only limited impact in chemistry. The prime example is Dixon et al.'s 1986 paper on cell receptors [5] , the winner of the chemistry prize in 2012, which received 832 of its 984 citations from the life sciences; only 17 came from chemistry-focused journals (Fig. 1b) .
Today, the chemistry prize plays a bridging role in the natural sciences, acknowledging discoveries that either make an impact in chemistry only, that impact both physics and chemistry, or make an impact mostly in the life sciences. Interestingly, most of these crossdisciplinary papers were published after 1980, reflecting the transformation in the field's major research goals from traditional analytical chemistry towards biochemistry [11, 12] and the emergence of interdisciplinary teams
The disciplinary/interdisciplinary impact of Nobel Prize winning discoveries. a) Shechtman's 1984 paper on quasicrystals [4] , rewarded with the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 2011, had a largely interdisciplinary impact, being cited significantly by papers from physics, engineering and its field of award, chemistry. b) Dixon et al.'s 1986 paper on cell receptors [5] , earning Lefkowitz and Kobilka the prize, is a chemistry Nobel Prize whose impact is almost exclusively outside of chemistry. The paper has been mostly cited by the life sciences. c) In contrast to chemistry, the impact of Nobel Prize papers in physiology/medicine is highly limited to one field -citations almost exclusively come from the life sciences. A typical example is Schwarz et al.'s 1985 paper on the papillomavirus [6] , Nobel Prize in physiology/medicine in 2008 to zur Hausen. [13, 14] . But what about physics and life sciences? Although these fields have fundamentally changed too in the last few decades, for example through increasing interdisciplinary efforts in biological physics, the Nobel Prize in these areas remained deeply disciplinary, as we show below. To understand the degree of interdisciplinarity in the Nobel awards, we plot each Nobel Prize winning paper along a triangle (Fig. 2a) . A publication is placed on the bottom corner if all the citations of the corresponding paper came from chemistry, likewise the top right corner corresponds to exclusive impact in physics, the top left corner to life sciences. Whenever a paper receives citations from several fields, the paper is placed between the corners, its position reflecting the relative mix of citations. For example, a paper would be at the center of the triangle if it received an equal number of citations from all three fields.
We make several observations: 1) Papers that receive a Nobel Prize in chemistry (yellow discs) are spread along the chemistry-physics and chemistry-life sciences edges on the triangle, confirming quantitatively the effort by the chemistry prize in acknowledging research that has impact beyond chemistry. 2) In contrast, physiology/medicine Nobel Prize winning papers are all clustered in the narrow vicinity of the life science corner, indicating that they have no impact beyond life sciences. 3) Similarly, most physics prize winning papers are in the narrow vicinity of the physics corner. 4) All Nobel Prize winning papers are located in a narrow band that connects the physics-chemistry and the chemistry-life sciences border. No Nobel Prize is awarded in the shaded area, representing ideas outside this narrow band. In other words, there is no award for work that impacts all three disciplines. 5) In particular, there is a lack of prizes at the physics-life sciences border.
Could it be that there simply are no high-impact discoveries relevant for both physics and life sciences or to all three disciplines? To answer this question, we plotted the top 10,000 papers in Web of Science in terms of citations after 10 years (Fig. 2b) . While the Nobel Prize is not given merely for citations [15] [16] [17] [18] , the distribution of top 10,000 papers captures the diversity of ideas important across all fields of science. Indeed, the majority of Nobel Prize winning papers can be found in this top 10,000 list. The plot does confirm the exceptional number of high impact papers at the physicschemistry and the life sciences-chemistry border, areas regularly awarded by the chemistry prizes. It also shows, however, 220 out of 10,000 papers located inside the interdisciplinary shaded area, documenting the existence of high-impact interdisciplinary discoveries [19] of direct relevance to physics, chemistry, and the life sciences. Some of these high impact papers fall onto the physics-life sciences axis, reflecting mostly recent, highly active interdisciplinary areas (Fig. 2c ) in artificial intelligence (16 papers), network science (16 papers), geology (15 papers), and signal processing (11 papers). Further, we found a cluster of 10 interdisciplinary papers on quantum dots. These fields capture some of the highest impact interdisciplinary areas not yet embraced by the Nobel Prize.
Taken together, Fig. 2 gives a snapshot of science that is disappointing on two levels. First, despite the understanding that interdisciplinary research is unavoidable in addressing the most challenging problems in current sci- The position of the 108 Nobel Prize winning papers [10] in the physics-chemistry-life sciences triangle is determined by how many relative citations each paper received from the respective community. For example, a paper at the center of the triangle received an equal number of citations from all three fields, while a corner position is reserved for papers whose citations came only from one field. Size denotes number of citations after 10 years [8] , and color denotes field of award: orange physics, yellow chemistry, blue physiology/medicine. The Nobel Prize winning papers are all in a narrow band on the physics-chemistry and the chemistry-life sciences border. No Nobel Prize is awarded to papers in the shaded, interdisciplinary area, especially on the physics-life sciences axis. b) Among the top 10,000 papers in terms of citations after 10 years, only 220 show high degree of interdisciplinary impact, falling into the shaded, interdisciplinary area. c) Of the 220 interdisciplinary impact papers in the shaded area we identify the largest groups by subject: artificial intelligence (AI, 16 papers), network science (16 papers), geology (15 papers), signal processing (11 papers), quantum dots (10 papers).
ence and society, the vast majority of research is still highly disciplinary. Second, our most prestigious system of scientific recognitions, the Nobel Prize, is reflectingand possibly cementing-this reality. Although a still relatively small body of interdisciplinary works not being awarded by the prize is statistically not surprising, the fact that only the chemistry prize reaches out towards interdisciplinary subjects flies in the face of the fact that an increasing fraction of high impact discoveries these days have interdisciplinary impact [19, 20] , increasingly between physics and the life sciences. In fact, measuring the interdisciplinarity of papers from the top 10,000 list over time unveils a silver lining. Since the mid 1990s a steady increase of research makes a more balanced impact in different fields (Fig. 3) , and the time for the Nobel Prize has just arrived to catch up with this reality: Given that it is now 22 years after 1995, when interdisciplinary high-impact papers started to take off, and that the average delay between publication and a Nobel Prize award today is around 20 years [21] , we have reached the critical point in time where the issue of recognizing outstanding interdisciplinary research has become pressing (Supplementary Information).
The Nobel Prize, as most prestigious scientific awards like the Wolf Prize and Lasker Award, was founded to acknowledge advances in a specific discipline. Given that by definition these prizes are disciplinary, shouldn't we just leave them alone? The answer is no. First, the Nobel Prize is special, having come to represent to the world science at its best. The few Nobel Prize categories made sense when the prize was established in 1895 [22] ; science, however, has fundamentally changed since then. Second, the rules of the Nobel Prize have already been generously bent, to award multiple scientists and not just one, and not just for a discovery "during the preceding year" as originally stated [23] . Since this is the case, why not adapt the prize even further?
The possible unintended consequence of prestigious award systems, like the venerable Nobel Prize, to amplify structural biases, prompts us to ask: Why not create an up to date award system that simply recognizes the best research, rather than pigeonholing findings into specific disciplines [24] ? After all, high impact science is increasingly achieved through the combination of ideas coming from different disciplines [12, 20, 25] . In many ways, interdisciplinarity is happening despite the current reward and support structures that artificially maintain the disciplinary borders within the current scientific enterprise. A renewed system, recognizing research that defies traditional boundaries, could therefore seriously spur innovation towards relatively uncharted territories, as found in the shaded triangle of the studied impact space. To be clear, our point is not that previous Nobel Prizes, or other discipline-focused prizes, were in any way undeserved or should have been given to other discoveries. Our point is more general: Whatever the specific selection processes behind our most prestigious awards may be, they have become out of sync with reality -and might be suppressing long needed developments [26] . Moving science into the 21st century will only be possible through a rethinking of the traditional boundaries between disciplines [27, 28] , and by making sure that our scientific recognition and credit system is timely [21] , open-minded [10] , and quantitatively justified [29] . 
INCREASING NUMBER OF PAPERS AND INTERDISCIPLINARITY
A substantial time delay exists between the date of publication of a Nobel Prize paper and the date of its Nobel Prize award. This delay has increased over time, having typically reached on average around 20 years [4] . Given the increase of interdisciplinary impact over time, Fig. 3 , we ask: is our analysis not relevant because of the recency of the papers studied? As we show below the answer is no, as we have already reached a few years ago the boundary of typical time delay where the issue has become truly pressing.
The 220 interdisciplinary papers that fall into the shaded area of Fig. 2 passed to account for award delays for our dataset of papers to be relevant. The longitudinal analysis demonstrates that, although increased focus on interdisciplinary research is a relatively recent phenomenon, it is now high time to develop an adequate credit system for outstanding scientific accomplishments of any kind.
MEASURE OF INTERDISCIPLINARITY
We measure the interdisciplinary impact I of papers as I = 1 − G , Fig. 3 , where G is the Gini coefficient, a standard measure for inequality, applied to the number of citations coming from each discipline within 10 years after publication. The value of I ranges from 0 to 1. If a paper has I = 1, then it received an equal amount of citations from each discipline; if I = 0, it received citations only from one field. All the different disciplines of journals are given by Web of Science as Life Science, Physics, Chemistry, Computers, Engineering, Mathematics, Agriculture & Environment, Humanity, Others. When the number of fields is restricted to only Life Science, Physics, Chemistry, we find the same result of increased interdisciplinarity since the mid 1990s, only with naturally larger fluctuations, showing robustness of the method. 
